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We study the impact of light gauge bosons on neutrino physics. We show that they can explain the
NuTeV anomaly and also escape the constraints from neutrino experiments if they are very weakly
coupled and have a mass of a few GeV. Lighter gauge bosons with stronger couplings could explain
both the NuTeV anomaly and the positive anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. However, in
the simple model we consider in this paper (say a purely vectorial extra U(1) current), they appear
to be in conflict with the precise measurements of νµ − e, νe − e elastic scattering cross sections.
The surprising agreement that we obtain between our naive model and the NuTeV anomaly for
mZ′ ∼ GeV may be a coincidence. However, we think it is interesting enough to deserve attention
and perhaps a more careful analysis, especially since a new light gauge boson is a very important
ingredient for the Light Dark Matter scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
For decades, particle physics experimentalists have
tested the Standard Model predictions in e+e− and pp¯
accelerators. The impressive agreement between inde-
pendent measurements of the Z and W masses now sets
sin θ2W = 1− m
2
W
m2
Z
= 0.2227 (on-shell) [1], where θW is the
mixing angle (also called the Weinberg angle) defined as:
Zµ = cos θWW
µ
3 − sin θWBµ
Aµ = sin θWW
µ
3 + cos θWB
µ.
One would expect to find a similar result from low energy
(notably neutrino) experiments. In fact, it is not so.
For example, the NuTeV experiment reports a three
standard deviations above the Standard Model value for
sin θ2W [2]. A large deviation of sin θ
2
W was also found by
an experiment done in 1976 which measured the ν¯ee elas-
tic scattering cross section [3]. And even with the precise
measurement of the νee elastic scattering cross section
by the LSND experiment (at the Los Alamos Neutron
Science Center) [4] and the νµe, ν¯µe elastic scattering
processes by CHARM II at CERN [5], there is still room
for non-standard physics.
Other tests of the Standard Model seem to go in the
same direction. Atomic parity violation experiments
have obtained a better fit of their data by taking a value
of sin θ2W that is slightly lower than the theoretical pre-
diction at low energy [6]. The Z decay width seems also
lower than expected and, finally, a positive anomalous
magnetic moment for the muon has been reported re-
cently by the E821 experiment [7]. Their measurement
is above the Standard Model prediction by 2.7 standard
deviations. Although Supersymmetry could explain this
deviation, we shall see that a light gauge boson could do
the same job. (Reciprocally, this measurement sets the
maximal couplings a new gauge boson can have.) It is
then tempting to see whether a gauge boson with these
couplings could explain the NuTeV anomaly and be com-
patible with precision measurements.
Extra gauge bosons were introduced a long time ago,
notably in the context of SO(10) or E(6) grand unified
theories. The implications of heavy a Z ′ on eg neutrino
physics, the NuTeV anomaly and atomic parity viola-
tion have been studied at length [8]. Light/very light
gauge bosons were also proposed in the past, in the con-
text of supersymmetric theories [9] and later to explain
the NuTeV anomaly [10]. Here, we shall just focus on
masses of about a few hundred MeV to a few GeV. As
we shall see, they appear to be the most interesting for
our purpose. We note that our results for a gauge bo-
son of a few GeV seem to confirm previous findings [10],
although we do not consider the same couplings.
A light gauge boson turns out to be a crucial element
for the Light Dark Matter scenario as it allows one to
obtain an annihilation cross section proportional to the
square of the Dark Matter velocity (which is necessary to
not overproduce gamma rays in the galactic centre and
simultaneously achieve the correct relic density) [11,12].
In fact, there may be other ways to obtain an annihila-
tion cross section with the desired property. However, if
a light gauge boson was discovered, this could be quite
in favour of the Light Dark Matter scenario (depending
on the mass and the couplings of this gauge boson). If
no new spin−1 particles are discovered, one could in-
stead constrain the Light Dark Matter (LDM) param-
eter space. Alternatively, one may have to consider a
light gauge boson with no or extremely small couplings
to neutrinos, which in fact may help nucleosynthesis, as
was found in [13].
Here, we do not propose a theory or mechanism that
could be responsible for a light gauge particle. Our aim
is rather to exhibit unexpected properties of light gauge
bosons that may perhaps deserve more attention. More
theoretical/particle physics arguments can however be
found in [9,12]. In fact, if the features mentioned in
this paper are correct, then there is still room for extra
1
physics at low energy. Alternatively, this could mean that
we have already detected it. Whether this is the case or
not, the properties exhibited in this paper could maybe
give additional motivations to neutrino experiments to
measure even more precisely the νe,µe and ν¯e,µe elastic
scattering cross sections at low energy since this is crucial
to conclude about the existence of light gauge bosons.
II. FITTING STANDARD MODEL DEVIATIONS
WITH A LIGHT GAUGE BOSON
A. Muon anomalous magnetic moment
Although most of the Standard Model features have
been confirmed experimentally with extremely impres-
sive accuracy, a few precision measurements seem to dis-
agree with the Standard Model predictions at two or
three standard deviations. For example, the E821 col-
laboration at Brookhaven Alternative Gradient Synchro-
ton found, in a recent analysis, that the experimental
value of the anomalous magnetic moment (g − 2) for the
negative muon differs from the latest theoretical value
(where the hadronic contribution is determined directly
by using the data from electron-positron collisions) by
2.8 standard deviations [7].
Combined with their previous measurement of the
anomalous magnetic moment of the positive muon, E821
found that the experimental average for the muon g − 2
differs from the theoretical value by 2.7 standard devia-
tions. (This deviation is only 1.4 standard deviations by
using the indirect determination, say with the decay of
taus into hadrons). The discrepancy between the Stan-
dard Model [14] and the average experimental value is
about: δaµ = aexp− ath ∼ (2.7± 1.04) 10−9 (using e+e−
data) and δaµ = aexp − ath ∼ (1.2 ± 0.92) 10−9 (using
tau data).
Such a deviation could be the signature of new physics.
For example, this could point towards Supersymmetry
[15]. However, as long as unequivocal signatures are not
found, it is premature to conclude that supersymmetry is
responsible for the positive g−2 found by E821, especially
if other particles could provide the same signature.
We shall see that a new (neutral) light gauge boson
could give a positive contribution to the muon g − 2 (as
already found in [12]) and, simultaneously, explain the
NuTeV anomaly but this also implies a too large (and
unseen) contribution to the νle and ν¯le elastic scatter-
ing cross sections (at least if the associated extra U(1)
current is purely vectorial).
We shall write the Z ′ coupling to ordinary fermions
(Z ′ − f¯ − f) as [iγµ (ulPl + urPr)] with ul = ur to avoid
axial contribution and Pr, Pl the chiral projectors. The
factor i, in the above expression, is set to match the con-
ventions that we think have been taken in the literature.
According to the formula in [16] (where we take the rel-
evant limits):
• The extra contribution of a new gauge boson, if it
is heavier than the muon, is given by:
δaµ ∼ u
2
l
12π2
m2µ
m2Z′
.
We note that our formula differs from that dis-
played in [10]. This is because we wrote our cou-
plings in a different way. Using the same conven-
tions as they used, say ul = 9gZ′ , we obtain the
same formula.
This actually sets a constraint on the maximal cou-
pling that an extra gauge boson can have:
uµl ∼ 3.28 10−6
( mZ′
MeV
) ( δaµ
10−9
)1/2
.
• If the extra gauge boson is lighter than the muon,
then the extra contribution is given by
δaµ ∼ u
2
l
8π2
.
A very light gauge boson with couplings of about
uµl ∼ 2.81 10−4
(
δaµ
10−9
)1/2
could then possibly fit the experimental value of
the muon g − 2.
This extra gauge boson would also contribute to the
electron anomalous magnetic moment. The latter is mea-
sured at a better level of accuracy so one has to check
that the Z ′ contribution to the electron g−2 is not exper-
imentally forbidden. For a Z ′ heavier than the electron,
one finds
δae ∼ u
2
l
12π2
m2e
m2Z′
.
This sets the Z ′ coupling to electrons to be at most:
uel = 2.17 10
−5
( mZ′
MeV
)( δae
10−12
)1/2
.
Let us make a “universality” assumption, say |uel | =
|uµl |. Since these two couplings strongly depend on the
measured electron and muon g − 2 respectively, it is not
completely trivial to know whether |uel | must take the
value of |uµl | or vice versa. In fact, the answer depends
on the mass of the new gauge boson.
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⋆ For mZ′ > mµ: One cannot impose |uµl | to be equal
to the maximal value of |uel | as the Z ′ would yield a too
large contribution to the muon g−2. On the other hand,
one can safely impose |uel | to be equal to
uel ∼ 3.28 10−6
( mZ′
MeV
)( δaµ
10−9
)1/2
.
This yields the following prediction for the electron g−2:(
δae
10−12
)
∼ 2.285 10−2
(
δaµ
10−9
)
.
⋆ For mZ′ < mµ: both values for |uµl | and |uel | can
be accommodated if mZ′ ∼ 12.95 ( δaµ10−9 )1/2 ( δae10−12 )−1/2
MeV. In fact, equating the two couplings provides the
following relationship:(
δaµ
10−9
)
∼ 5.963 10−3
( mZ′
MeV
)2 ( δae
10−12
)
.
If a light gauge boson with a massmZ′ < mµ turns out
to be responsible for the muon g − 2, then there should
be a contribution to the electron g − 2 that should be
testable in the near future.
Let us now investigate the effect of a light neutral (and
weakly coupled) gauge boson on neutrino physics.
B. NuTeV anomaly
As mentioned in the introduction, a “famous” devia-
tion, that led to many theoretical investigations, comes
from NuTeV experiment which measures three standard
deviations above the Standard Model predictions for the
value of sin θ2W . Standard physics explanations, such as
electroweak radiative corrections, QCD corrections (per-
turbative QCD, charged current charm production, par-
ton distribution functions, isospin breaking, nuclear ef-
fects), as well as experimental effects have been addressed
[17,18]. An asymmetric strange sea and/or an isospin vio-
lation in parton distributions functions could be two pos-
sible explanations [10,18] but the uncertainties are still
too large to draw definite conclusions. In fact, in some
cases, they could even enhance the discrepancy with the
Standard Model.
Yet, it may still be legitimate to look for non-standard
explanations. The existence of a new gauge boson has
been already proposed in the context of this anomaly
(see notably [10]). It was seen that either a light (with
1 < mZ′ < 10 GeV) or heavy gauge boson could be an
explanation. This analysis was specifically addressed for
solving the NuTeV anomaly and the limits from neutrino
scattering experiments were not discussed in the case of
a light gauge boson. In contrast, the new gauge boson
we consider is related to the Light Dark Matter scenario
and we pay very much attention to neutrino experiments
as they directly and indirectly constrain the couplings of
this new Z ′ to ordinary matter and Dark Matter. De-
spite the difference in our motivations, we confirm that a
∼ GeV gauge boson could explain the NuTeV anomaly.
However, we note that our couplings seem smaller than
those mentioned in [10].
NuTeV is an experiment measuring the ratio
R =
neutral currents
charged currents
= (g2l − g2r),
with g2l,r = [(g
u
l,r)
2 + (gdl,r)
2]/4 and where gfl,r =
2(T3(fl,r)−Q(f) sin θ2W ) are the left and right couplings
of the Z boson to fermions that we shall write, in a more
conventional way, as:
ZlPl+ZrPr =
−ig
2 cos θW
(gfl Pl+g
f
rPr) =
−ig
2 cos θW
(cv−caγ5).
More precisely, NuTeV measured (according to the
Paschos-Wolfenstein suggestion [19]) the observable:
R =
σ(νµN→νµX) − σ(ν¯µN→ν¯µX)
σ(νµN→µX) − σ(ν¯µN→µ+X)
.
A new neutral gauge boson will contribute both to
σ(νµN→νµX) and σ(ν¯µN→ν¯µX). The square amplitude for
the νµ − q elastic process is given by:
|M |2 = |MZ |2 + |MZ′ |2 + 2|MZ′M⋆Z |.
with |MZ′ |2 and 2|MZ′M⋆Z | the additional contributions
due to the presence of a Z ′. The denominator of the
NuTeV observable (R) is related to charged currents. It
is not affected by the presence of a new neutral gauge
boson.
In the following, we shall assume that this Z ′ has no
axial coupling (say ul = ur or c
Z′
a = 0), as initially con-
sidered in the Light Dark Matter scenario [12]. The as-
sumption of a purely vectorial extra U(1) current could
be alleviated but not without generating problems that
would spoil the simplicity of our model.
We shall consider a gauge boson light enough to sat-
isfy the relationship m2Z′ < Q
2
NuTeV (with Q
2
NuTeV ∈
[16, 25] GeV2, the transfer momentum usually defined as
t = q2 = −Q2). Summing all the contributions (and with
cνv = 1/2), we obtain that the square amplitude associ-
ated with the elastic scattering process ν1q1 → ν2q2 (in
presence of a new Z ′) is given by:
|M |2 = 8 G2F
{
(cv + ca)
2pν1.pq1 pν2.pq2
+(cv − ca)2 pν1.pq2 pν2.pq1
}
+
8 uν 2l u
q 2
l
Q4
{pν1.pq1 pν2.pq2 + pν1.pq2 pν2.pq1}
3
+(
16GF√
2 Q2
)
uνl u
q
l
{(cv + ca) pν1.pq1 pν2.pq2
+(cv − ca) pν1.pq2 pν2.pq1} ,
where m2Z′ ≪ Q2 ≪ m2Z .
Let us now compute the square amplitude associ-
ated with the ν¯µ − q elastic scattering cross section.
For the Standard Model, it has been shown that the
only difference is the permutation of pν1.pe1 pν2.pe2 and
pν1.pe2 pν2.pe1. Thus, we obtain:
|M |2ν¯µN→ν¯µX = 8 G2F
{
(cv + ca)
2pν1.pq2 pν2.pq1
+ (cv − ca)2 pν1.pq1 pν2.pq2
}
+ 8
uν 2l u
q 2
l
Q4
{pν1.pq2 pν2.pq1
+ pν1.pq1 pν2.pq2}
+
(
16GF√
2Q2
)
uνl u
q
l
{(cv + ca)pν1.pq2 pν2.pq1
+(cv − ca) pν1.pq1 pν2.pq2}
With this new gauge boson, the numerator of the ob-
servable R is then proportional to:
Rnum =
∑
u,d
[
GF c
q
vc
q
a +
1√
2
(
uνl (c
q
au
q
l )
Q2
)]
where we summed on the quarks u and d, as required
for isoscalar targets (as considered by NuTeV) and de-
fined Rnum as Rnum = R/A with A a constant that is
not important for our purpose. Since cua = −cda, the
contribution of the extra gauge boson vanishes, unless
uul = −udl . Yet, the Z ′ contribution to Rnum is negative
when uul < 0 and u
d
l > 0. It is positive when u
u
l > 0 and
udl < 0.
Strictly speaking, this condition indicates that one
should relax the quark universality. However, to restrict
our parameter space, we shall maintain |uul | = |udl |.
The NuTeV collaboration obtains a good fit of their
data by taking
sin θ2 on−shellW = 0.2277± 0.0013(stat)± 0.0009(syst)
−0.00022
(
M2top − (175GeV)2
(50GeV)2
)
+0.00032 ln
(
MHiggs
150GeV
)
.
which corresponds (disregarding the theoretical uncer-
tainties) to GF
∑
u,d c
q
vc
q
a = (3.1859 ± 0.0257) 10−6,
without radiative corrections (while one would expect
GF
∑
u,d c
q
vc
q
a = 3.2444 10
−6 with sin θ2W = 0.2227). If
this anomaly is due to the presence of new physics, then
the non standard contribution ro Rnum should be nega-
tive.
To do a more accurate analysis, we shall take into ac-
count the radiative corrections. The latter affects the
couplings gl and gr as follow:
gl =
√
ρ (T f3 −Q (sin2 θ)eff )
gr = −√ρ Q (sin2 θ)eff
where ρ ≡ ρ0 = 1 without radiative corrections. Note
that we used NuTeV conventions, in the above defini-
tion of the couplings. (With our conventions, gfl =
2gl and g
f
r = 2gr.) With their values of the cou-
plings: (g2l )
NuTeV = 0.30005±0.00137 and (g2r)NuTeV =
0.03076± 0.00110 [17]), we find
(sin2 θ)NuTeVeff = 0.2339
+0.0036
−0.0037
and
ρNuTeV = 1.0120+0.0045
−0.0047.
Those values can now be plugged into the expressions of
ca and cv (still using NuTeV conventions):
cv =
√
ρ [(T f3 − 2 Q (sin2 θ)eff )]/2
ca =
√
ρ T f3 /2,
to compute more accurately GF
∑
u,d c
q
vc
q
a. We repeat
the same procedure for the best fit of the Standard Model
that NuTeV used for making its analysis (say (gSMl )
2
eff =
0.3042 and (gSMr )
2
eff = 0.0301). We find (sin
2 θ)SMBFeff =
0.2307 and ρ = 1.0179.
With the NuTeV values, we obtain:
GF
∑
u,d
cqvc
q
a = (3.1507 ± 0.0288) 10−6
(while the Standard Model expectation is
GF
∑
u,d c
q
vc
q
a = 3.2072 10
−6).
Assuming “quasi” universality, say uul = −udl and re-
specting the maximal value allowed by the muon g−2 (for
the numerical example shown below: δaµ = 1.5 10
−9), we
find that a gauge boson of ∼ 314 MeV can impressively
explain the NuTeV anomaly (imposing udl = u
ν
l = −uul ).
More precisely, using our previous expression, we obtain
(for Q2 = 20 GeV2) that a gauge boson with a mass of
mZ′ = 314 MeV, gives:
Rnum.rel = 3.1507 10
−6
while NuTeV best fits gives
RNuTeVnum.rel = (3.1507± 0.0288) 10−6.
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We note that our result is very sensitive to the ρ param-
eter.
Other ranges of masses can also explain the NuTeV
anomaly if the couplings are smaller. For example, if
uνl = 1.9
√
1.5 10−6 ( mZ′MeV) (where δaµ = 1.5 10
−9),
then the best fit is obtained for mZ′ = 544.5 MeV (with
Rnum.rel = 3.1507 10
−6). If uνl = 1.1
√
1.5 10−6 ( mZ′MeV),
then the best fit is obtained for mZ′ = 955 MeV (with
Rnum.rel = 3.1508 10
−6). This new gauge boson would
then contribute to the positive muon g − 2 without ex-
plaining it completely.
Another test to make sure that a light gauge boson
could indeed solve the NuTeV anomaly is the precise
value of the couplings. NuTeV finds (for Q2 = 20 GeV2):
(geffl )
2 = 0.3001± 0.0014
and
(geffr )
2 = 0.0308± 0.0011
while the Standard Model expectations are (geffl )
2
SM =
0.3042 and (geffr )
2
SM = 0.0301. The discrepancy between
NuTeV and the Standard Model best fit is therefore:
∆(geffl )
2 = −0.0041± 0.0014
and
∆(geffr )
2 = 0.0007± 0.0011.
The left coupling would therefore decrease while
the right one would increase. gl is associated
to the scalar product pν1.pq1 pν2.pq2 and gr to
pν1.pq2 pν2.pq1. Without new particles, they are given
by
∑
u,d(T
q
3 − q sin θ2W )2 = 1/2 − sin θ2W + 5/9 sin θ4W
and
∑
u,d q
2 sin θ4W = 5/9 sin θ
4
W respectively. A new
gauge boson will change these couplings by the amount
∆(gZ
′
l,r)
2.
For uνl = 1.1
√
1.5 10−6 ( mZ′MeV), u
ν
l = u
d
l = −uul and
mZ′ = 955 MeV, we find:
∆(gZ
′
l )
2 = −0.0037
and
∆(gZ
′
r )
2 = 0.0011.
For uνl = 3.28
√
1.5 10−6 ( mZ′MeV), u
ν
l = u
d
l = −uul , mZ′ =
314 MeV, we obtain:
∆(gZ
′
l )
2 = −0.0037
and
∆(gZ
′
r )
2 = 0.0011.
Both exemples are in good agreement with NuTeV.
So far, we studied the case of ”universal” couplings.
However, it would make sense to relax this assumption
(at least in the quark sector), as one would obtain a situ-
ation which would appear closer to the Standard Model.
We choose not to do it because this would add more free-
dom to our study and somehow lessen the case for a light
gauge boson. Indeed, even by maintaining ”universal-
ity”, we shall see that one can fit other constraints and
this anomaly simultaneously.
Note that it is possible to obtain a destructive inter-
ference term that could reduce the left-handed coupling
enough to explain the NuTeV anomaly with very heavy
gauge boson. This works for mZ′ ∼1-1.5 TeV. However,
colliders cannot probe such a scenario yet. In contrast,
we consider a mass range that was extensively investi-
gated in accelerators but the Z ′ that we introduce is likely
to escape accelerator searches because of the smallness of
its couplings. Also, it should not lead to large radiative
corrections so this should not affect the precise measure-
ment ofMW in colliders. A more precise study is needed,
but in absence of a given model, it seems difficult to get
accurate estimates.
III. NEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS
In the two previous sections, we saw that a light gauge
boson which would be equally coupled to quarks and lep-
tons could explain both the experimental value for the
muon g − 2 and the NuTeV anomaly. We shall now in-
vestigate the implications for the νe,µe elastic scattering
cross sections at low energy.
A. CHARM II experiment
νµe → νµe and ν¯µe → ν¯µe scattering processes were
observed by CHARM II experiment (at CERN) from
1987 till 1991. They found a good agreement with LEP
results although sin2 θeff was determined with an uncer-
tainty of 3.57 % [5]:
sin2 θCHARMIIeff = 0.2324± 0.0083.
They also determine ca and cv from the absolute νe scat-
tering event rate. They found cνev = −0.035 ± 0.017
and cνea = −0.503± 0.017. More precisely, they quoted:
cνev = −0.035 ± 0.012(stat) ± 0.012(syst) and cνea =
−0.503 ± 0.006(stat) ± 0.016(syst) (with cνev = cνvcev
and cνea = c
ν
ac
e
a), which allows us to determine ρ and
sin2 θeff . This reduces the uncertainties on the two cross
sections significantly enough to restrict our parameter
space. However, as we shall see, the CHARM II mean
value slightly differs from the Standard Model expecta-
tion.
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σνµe→νµe can be obtained from the νµ− q elastic scat-
tering cross section by replacing the quark by an electron
and changing Q2 into M2Z′ (since this experiment takes
place at low Q2).
The mean cross section measured by CHARM II is
slightly smaller than the Standard Model prediction at
low energy (a few percent of difference, although the
Standard Model expectations is within the error bars).
The introduction of a new light gauge boson can then
help to reach a better agreement, provided the latter has
very weak couplings (much smaller than those consid-
ered for explaining the g − 2). We can fit the mean
value of CHARM II findings by imposing uνl ∼ uel ∼
[0.3, 0.6]
√
1.5 10−6(mZ′/MeV) (no significant deviation
from the Standard Model prediction should be detected
if uνl = u
e
l < 0.1
√
1.5 10−6(mZ′/MeV)).
Our results depend on the sign of uel . However for a
coupling as small as |ul|ν ∼ 0.1
√
1.5 10−6(mZ′/MeV),
having uel > 0 or u
e
l < 0 does not make a big dif-
ference. On the other hand, it does when |ul|ν ∼
[0.1, 0.6] 10−6(mZ′/MeV): the νµe cross section is lower
when uel and u
ν
l have the same sign; it is larger otherwise.
The contribution of such a gauge boson to the muon
anomalous magnetic moment and scattering processes
would be negligible. Nevertheless, it would still explain
the NuTeV anomaly if mZ′ >∼ 1 GeV. One could relax
universality or introduce axial couplings, say cZ
′
a 6= 0.
The latter solution would presumably generate problems.
However, the couplings mentioned above would be closer
to those needed to explain the positive muon g − 2. We
will study this possibility in a forthcoming paper.
It is worth noting that the presence of other parti-
cles could nevertheless explain the muon g − 2 measure-
ment. One may find the scenario of a gauge boson sup-
plemented by new fermions or new scalars, artificial. But
these features are somehow already implemented in the
Light Dark Matter framework [12].
If the Light Dark Matter candidate is a scalar that
exchanges heavy fermions F , then the coupling of the
LDM particles to muons and F particles is expected to
be about cs = 3.87 10
−5 (mF /MeV)
1/2(δaFµ /10
−9), in or-
der to explain the muon g − 2 discrepancy. Surprisingly
enough, this value seems also to satisfy the requirement
that the Dark Matter annihilation cross section does not
exceed 10−31 cm3 s−1 [11]. In fact, with such couplings,
we obtain σannv ∼ 10−31 cm3 s−1. The Z ′ exchange
could then allow one to obtain the correct relic density
but the positron line would be the signature of the F
exchange. Such a scheme would in addition explain the
positive (experimental) value of the muon g − 2. The F
particles could have escaped past neutrino or accelerator
experiments if they are heavier than ∼100 GeV. But this
point deserves a more careful study. However, if it is cor-
rect, then these extra particles are likely to be found in
LHC since their couplings are not very suppressed. Here,
we suppose no pseudoscalar contribution but this could
be relaxed.
B. LSND experiment
We saw that CHARM II experiment was setting strin-
gent constraints on the couplings of a light Z ′. We can
now determine whether the νee elastic scattering cross
section in presence of this new gauge boson is compati-
ble with the LSND experiment.
The νee elastic scattering cross section can be almost
inferred from the νµ−e cross section, although one has to
add the W exchange. The LSND experiment at the Los
Alamos Neutron Science Center has measured this elas-
tic scattering cross section and found a good agreement
with the Standard Model value. Strictly speaking, how-
ever, there is still room for non standard physics. The
Standard Model value for the νee elastic scattering cross
section is (retaining the electron mass)
σsmν−e = 9.3 10
−45
(
E
MeV
)
cm2.
LSND found:
σexpν−e = 10.1± 1.1(stat)± 1.0(syst)
(
Eνe
MeV
)
10−45cm2.
For LSND, the transfer momentum Q is much smaller
than mZ′ . Therefore the cross section associated with a
light gauge boson of a few hundred MeV to a few GeV
could be considered in the limit Q << MZ′ . The ex-
tended square amplitude of the νee elastic scattering pro-
cess is now given by
|M |2 = 8 G2F
{
(c′v + c
′
a)
2pν1.pe1 pν2.pe2
+ (c′v − c′a)2 pν1.pe2 pν2.pe1
}
+ 8
uν 2l u
e 2
l
M4Z′
{pν1.pe1 pν2.pe2 + pν1.pe2 pν2.pe1}
+ 2
(
8GF√
2 M2Z′
)
uνl u
e
l
{(cv + ca) pν1.pe1 pν2.pe2
+ (cv − ca) pν1.pe2 pν2.pe1}
+ 2
(
16GF√
2 M2Z′
)
uνl u
e
l pν1.pe1 pν2.pe2.
where we neglected the electron mass and took c′v = cv+
1, c′a = ca + 1.
According to our previous analysis, one can fit
CHARM II results by taking uνl = u
e
l ∼
6
[0.3, 0.6] 10−6(mZ′/MeV). With these couplings, the
“new” νee elastic scattering cross section then appears
to be slightly larger than the Standard Model prediction
(it would be slightly lower if uel < 0). We then obtain
σsmν−e ∼ [9.4, 9.8] 10−45
(
E
MeV
)
cm2.
The difference between our prediction and the Standard
Model expectation is too small to be detected yet.
Finally, one could investigate the effect of a gauge bo-
son lighter than mµ. The situation is quite identical to
what is described above, except that it seems difficult to
satisfy the neutrino experiment constraints and explain
the NuTeV anomaly simultaneously.
C. MUNU experiment
Let us now study the modification of the ν¯ee elastic
scattering cross section. The latter is similar to νee, ex-
cept that i) the W exchange now proceeds through a
s-channel (instead of a t-channel) and ii) the scalar prod-
ucts pν1.pe2pν2.pe1 and pν1.pe1 pν2.pe2 are exchanged.
With the very small couplings mentioned above, we ob-
tain that the new (extended) ν¯ee cross section is increased
if uel > 0. It is decreased if u
e
l < 0. To our knowledge,
no experiment measured σν¯ee with great accuracy, apart
from the MUNU experiment [20]. However, according to
our estimates, this measurement does not allow one to
set better constraints on the couplings of a light gauge
boson. A proper experimental analysis is definitely re-
quired nevertheless.
An other experiment [3] also measured the ν¯ee cross
section. They obtain a good fit to the Weinberg-Salam
model by taking sin θ2W = 0.29 ± 0.05. This value now
turns out to be marginally compatible with the best fit
of the Standard Model. Taken at face value, however, it
tends to indicate that the ν¯ee cross section is higher than
expected. This experimental result would favour the case
uel > 0, and in fact would appear quite compatible with
the presence of a light Z ′.
D. Back to the NuTeV anomaly
Assuming Q2 = 20 GeV2 and −uul = udl = uνl ∼
[0.3, 0.6]
√
1.5 10−6 (mZ′/MeV), we find that a gauge bo-
son of ∼ 2-4 GeV could explain the anomaly very well
(correcting Q2 → Q2 + M2Z′ in the formula of Rnum
). Relaxing universality and increasing the quark cou-
plings by a factor 10, we obtain an excellent fit of the
NuTeV anomaly by choosing mZ′ ∼ 546 MeV (we then
get Rnum = 3.1506).
Taking uul < 0, u
d
l > 0, u
e
l > 0 and u
ν
l > 0
could suggest that the Z ′ couplings are proportional to
[T f3 −2Q(f)] or [T f3 −2Q(f) cosθ] with Q(f), T f3 the par-
ticle charge and isospin respectively and cos θ > 0.75. If
uul = −udl but uel = uνl , then one could propose for exam-
ple a different relationship between leptons and quarks,
say [T f3 − 2Q(f) sin θ] for leptons and [T f3 − 2Q(f) cos θ]
(cos θ > 0.75) although we doubt that this is realistic.
The previous remarks suggest that we should relax the
universality assumption but we do not expect our con-
clusions to be changed drastically nevertheless.
The surprising agreement between our naive model and
the NuTeV anomaly may just be a matter of coincidence.
However, we think it may be worth taking a more careful
look at the possibility of light gauge bosons, first because
they seem to be still allowed by neutrino physics, sec-
ondly they may explain Standard Model deviations and
finally they are expected to play a key role in the Light
Dark Matter scenario [11–13,21–23].
Whether such a gauge boson exists or not, we think
that this result is of interest as it could perhaps moti-
vate further analysis and experimental efforts to measure
these cross sections (especially σν¯ee) more accurately.
E. Neutrino oscillations
Solar neutrino experiments measure the elastic scatter-
ing cross section νx + e
− → νx + e−, the neutral current
cross section νx+d→ n+p+νx and the charged current
process νe + d → p + p + e−. Adding a Z ′ is likely to
change both the elastic scattering and the neutral cur-
rent cross section. However, given the couplings imposed
by CHARM II, these modifications are likely to be too
small to be detected. We estimate them to be less than
a few percent, which seems under the sensitivity of solar
and atmospheric neutrino experiments.
A proper analysis is nevertheless required to constrain
the parameter space available for a new gauge boson from
the precise measurement of neutrino oscillation parame-
ters [24].
F. Other deviations possibly related to a Z′
Another type of experiment which indicates Standard
Model deviations is related to atomic parity violation.
The measured value of Qw for Cesium atoms slightly dif-
fers from theoretical predictions. A new gauge boson
could perhaps do the job but this depends on the mix-
ing angle between Z ′ and Z that is introduced. For our
present analysis, we supposed no mixing. The mixing
angle is also crucial for the determination of the modifi-
cation of the Z decay width and Left and Right asym-
metries.
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IV. PREDICTIONS
A new experiment is proposed [25] to determine sin θ2W
at 1 or 2 % accuracy at low energy (∼ MeV). The idea
is to measure
R =
σ(νµe)
σ(νee) + σ(ν¯µe)
=
0.75− 3 sin θ2W + 4 sin θ4W
1 + 2 sin θ2W + 8 sin θ
4
W
.
For the Standard Model best fit at low energy, we
find: R = 0.1438. If their measurement of sin θ2W
is 1% accurate, then this experiment should mea-
sure R ∈ [0.1414, 0.1463]. With 2% accuracy, R ∈
[0.1391, 0.1488].
Our prediction for ul = 0.1
√
1.5 10−6 (mZ′/MeV) is
R = 0.1433 (which is within 1% accuracy so this should
not be detected). For ul = 0.35
√
1.5 10−6 (mZ′/MeV),
R = 0.1382 (slightly more than 2% which is within
the sensitivity of the experiment). Finally, for ul =
0.6
√
1.5 10−6 (mZ′/MeV), we obtain R = 0.1285 (which
is a ∼ 6.8% deviation of the expected value of sin θW ).
This experiment should therefore be able to test the
very small couplings we had to consider for fitting both
CHARM II, LSND and the NuTeV anomaly, unless ul <
0.3
√
1.5 10−6 (mZ′/MeV).
Note that we do not need to specify the mass of the
gauge boson to make these predictions. This experiment
being at low energy, the mass term mZ′ that appears
in the expression of the couplings cancel out with the
propagators.
V. CONCLUSION
We studied the implications of a light gauge boson on
neutrino physics in light of the NuTeV anomaly and the
experimental value of the muon g − 2. We found that a
Z ′mass of about ∼ 314 MeV could explain both of them.
However, the couplings required to explain the anoma-
lous value of the g − 2 yields a too large contribution to
the νe elastic scattering cross section at low energy.
A way out is to consider much lower couplings (say
a factor 3-10 of difference). One is then able to fit the
NuTeV anomaly and satisfy both LSND and CHARM II
constraints.
The mass of the gauge boson that would have such
qualities is expected to be of a few GeV (∼ 3.7 GeV for
ul ∼ 0.3
√
1.5 10−6 (mZ′/MeV)). It would be smaller
if the discrepancy (about the value of sin θW ) between
NuTeV and the Standard Model turns out to be reduced
after determination of strange sea asymmetry or isospin
violation effects.
The contribution of such a gauge boson to the muon
g − 2 would be too small to explain the discrepancy be-
tween Standard Model expectations and the experimen-
tal result. However, this can be easily explained by the
presence of other particles F . If the latter are heavy
enough (and their couplings not too large), they could
have escaped past neutrino and accelerator experiments
but nevertheless explain the value of the muon g − 2 de-
termined by E821. Such F particles should be found at
LHC.
The scenario of a new light gauge boson supplemented
by other particles has already been invoked in the frame-
work of Light Dark Matter [12], as well as in supersym-
metry [9].
We note however that a gauge boson heavier than a
few GeV (and as weakly coupled as what we found to
satisfy the neutrino experimental constraints) would be
marginally compatible with the LDM scenario (unless
one considers a Dark Matter mass of ∼ 100 MeV), as the
gauge boson couplings to Dark Matter would be close to
be in the non perturbative regime.
We obtain a good fit of the NuTeV anomaly by con-
sidering that the quark couplings obey the relationship
udl = −uul while in the lepton sector, fitting the results
for the ν¯ee elastic scattering cross section would rather
suggest uνl = u
e
l (the relationship u
ν
l = −uel is not ex-
cluded though). This could perhaps indicated that the
Z ′ couplings are proportional to a combination of the
particle’s charge and isospin.
Whether a light gauge boson exists or not, we find
surprising that, at present, low energy experiments may
still allow for such a possibility. More constraints should
be obtained nevertheless from the precise measurement of
the neutrino magnetic moment and maybe the neutrino
oscillation parameters.
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